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W
e are eager to share with you our inaugural 
endowment report and hope you find its contents 
informative. My goal is that you not only read 

about our endowment’s strong performance this past fiscal 
year (+15.7 percent), but also gain a deeper understanding 
about how the endowment functions and the important 

role it serves for the University. As the 
chief business officer of this wonderful 
institution, it’s amazing to reflect upon its 
storied history as we near our 150-year 
anniversary. It’s hard to imagine in 1869, 
when Trinity University’s endowment 
consisted of $30,000 worth of undeveloped 
land and a few residential homes, that 
Tigers around the world would help 

build an endowment now worth $1.2 billion dollars.
Thanks to the generosity of donors and stewardship 

of these gifts over the last 150 years, Trinity’s endowment 
has been able to provide stable and growing support 
to the University’s students and mission. Trinity 
donors have watched their gifts shape the University’s 
journey and provide the foundation for what makes 
Trinity unique: a highly personalized, small university 
liberal arts experience with large University resources. 
All of us—students, faculty, and staff—have been 
blessed and shaped by the effects of these gifts and 
your dedication to Trinity’s ongoing success.

Our endowment currently underwrites 35 percent of 
operating revenues, providing support for student financial 
aid, faculty salaries and research, and other operating 
costs. This level of support is almost double the amount 
of support compared to private university peers and 
underwrites every student’s cost of a Trinity education. 

On average, net student revenues comprise only 
50 percent of operating revenues, and in 2016-2017 
alone, Trinity provided $51 million in institutional 
financial assistance to 93% of our students.

While we are pleased with the health of our 
endowment and its positive impact on Trinity, the 
landscape surrounding many families’ ability to pay 
for college continues to change, and students are 
increasingly dependent on financial aid to access a Trinity 
education. We remain committed to making Trinity 
accessible to all qualified students without regard for 
financial circumstances. Realizing this aspirational ideal 
will require careful stewardship of Trinity’s financial 
resources and continued contributions to the University 
by generous supporters throughout the years to come.

I am confident that Trinity will continue to thrive 
throughout its journey as we seek to redefine the 
21st century liberal arts experience and grow future 
Tiger leaders. The University would not be where 
it is today without our powerful network of Trinity 
donors, trustees, alumni, faculty, staff, parents, and 
students, and the collective impact they have made on 
Trinity (and the world) the past 150 years. Thank you 
for your part in Trinity’s past, present, and future.

Gary Logan
Vice President for Finance and Administration

Dear supporters and friends,



TRINITY UNIVERSITY

ENDOWMENT

At-A-Glance

$1.2 billion
Value of endowment

$47.3 million
Distribution to University 
operating budget in 2016-17

35%
Portion of Trinity’s operating 
budget that the endowment 
supported in 2016-17

588
Number of individual funds that 
make up the endowment

15.7%
1-year annual 
return* 
(2016-17)

5.3%
10-year 
annualized 
return*

*Long-Term Investment Pool, net of fees

Figures as of June 30, 2017

Figures above as of May 31, 2017



An endowment consists of gifts that are invested for the long-term. 
Generating annual earnings in perpetuity, the gifts leave a legacy for 
donors by providing permanent financial support for the university. 
Endowments are dependable and predictable sources of income—a 
gift that truly lasts forever.

OVERVIEW

Trinity University’s Endowment $1.2 BILLION
market value of 
the endowment

as of June 30, 2017

Did You Know? 
Trinity’s unique endowment structure consists of two pools of capital:

Long-Term Investment Pool (LTIP)
Managed by Trinity’s investments committee and internal staff

Funds Held-In-Trust (FHIT) 
Managed by third parties on behalf of Trinity

Endowment Portfolio Value  2008-17

Because of a combination of annual income, market fluctuations, and gifts from donors, 
the endowment’s market value varies over time.
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Trinity’s endowment consists of more than

580 individual funds,
which support a wide range of priorities 

across campus, including:

J
anet McNutt ’63 is the definition 
of Trinity True. A consecutive 
donor for 10 years, she supports 

a breadth of areas at Trinity, including 
the Department of Music (a former 
music major herself), Trinity Tennis (a 
gift in honor of Jimmy Moses ’60), and 
unrestricted gifts to the annual fund. 
She is also a member of the Heritage 
Society, which recognizes people who 
include Trinity in their estate planning.

But it’s the Janet McNutt Endowed 
Scholarship Fund, a recent addition to 
Trinity’s endowment portfolio, that is 
helping Trinity’s endowment cover the 
gap where student fees end and donor 
dollars begin. Established in 2011 with 
$100,000, the endowed scholarship 
fund specifically provides financial 
aid for undergraduate students. 
McNutt adds to the fund every year, 
increasing the payout that is generated 
from the fund’s annual returns.

Every year, Trinity provides tens 
of millions of dollars in financial 
aid and scholarships. Student 
revenue—such as tuition and room 
and board—and money raised from 
other sources—such as conferences 
and annual fund gifts—never fully 
cover these expenditures. That’s where 
Trinity’s endowment comes in and 
makes up the difference. Endowed 
scholarship funds like McNutt’s help 
ensure that Trinity is accessible to any 
student, regardless of financial need.

DONOR SPOTLIGHT



Long-term partnership showcases Trinity’s 
commitment to experiential learning

S
ome professionals spend their 
entire careers trying to master 
the stock market. At Trinity 

University, students surpass even the 
best investors through an experiential 
stock valuation and trading program. 
Undergraduates in Trinity’s Student 
Managed Fund (SMF) help manage 
more than $6 million of the 
University’s endowment, specifically 
the Long-Term Investment Pool.

Only about one percent of all 
colleges and universities in the nation 
offer a classroom-based SMF, and 
of those, just a handful are truly 
student-run. Trinity’s SMF is operated 
exclusively by its undergraduates.

Trinity University’s SMF prepares 
students to make impactful changes 
in the world long after they graduate. 
The hands-on experience from SMF 
allows students to manage real money 
in financial markets, bridging the 
gap between financial theory and 
real-world application. Through 
experiential learning programs 
like SMF, Trinity is redefining the 
liberal arts experience and preparing 
students to thrive as leaders. 

For more information about SMF, 
visit gotu.us/smf.

FUND MANAGER SPOTLIGHT

Trinity’s Long-Term Investment Pool (LTIP) asset allocation strategy aims to 
achieve a highly diversified, long-term portfolio return at acceptable levels of 
risk exposure. The LTIP is invested broadly across many asset classes, 
geographics, and structures. The long-term asset allocation targets are shown 
in this chart. The broad asset class ranges listed below the chart reflect Trinity’s 
flexible and dynamic investment approach.

ASSET ALLOCATION

Long-Term Investment Pool

   Global Public Equity

   Hedge Funds

    Private Equity and Venture Capital

   Inflation Hedge

   Fixed Income and Cash

50%

15%

15%

10%

10%

30-70%

5-25%

5-20%

5-15%

5-20%

Targets Asset Class Ranges

LTIP Annualized Compound Returns

Asset 
Allocation 

Targets

1 Year  15.7%
3 Years 3.3%
5 Years 7.8%
10 Years 5.3%

All figures as of June 30, 2017



2016-2017

Endowment Distribution

   Net Student Revenue

   Endowment Distribution

   Other Income

50%

35%

15%

How does Trinity determine how much to distribute?

Operating 
Budget 

Revenue 
Sources

Endowment Distribution and Operating Revenues 
(in millions)

The annual distribution from the endowment 
in fiscal year 2017 was $47.3 million.

This distribution supported 35% of the 
University’s operating budget, more than 
double the level of budget support compared to 
an index of private university peer institutions.

In 2016-17 alone, the University provided $51 million in 
scholarships and financial aid to more than 93% of our students.

While the endowment has continued to provide stable and growing 
support to the University’s operating budget, as shown in the chart 
below, philanthropy from generous alumni and benefactors remain 
key to Trinity’s long-term success.

4.5%
current endowment 

spending rate

Endowment spending is based on a policy that balances the stability needed for 
budgeting support with long-term preservation of the real purchasing power of 
the endowment. The policy is calculated using a historical 12-quarter moving 
average market value of the endowment ending the fiscal year prior to the 
current budget cycle, multiplied by the spending rate.

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Endowment 
Distribution

$32.4 $36.0 $45.1 $45.2 $47.3

Operating Budget 
Revenue

$114.7 $118.5 $126.8 $128.9 $135.5

Endowment 
Operating Budget 
Revenue Support

28% 30% 36% 35% 35%



We could not be the 

University we are today 

without the support 

of our donors. Your 

gifts at any level are 

an investment in the 

quality education that 

Trinity provides. Over 

the years, thousands 

of students have been 

able to attend Trinity 

because of donor 

generosity.

Learn more at

gotu.us/give.

One Trinity Place
San Antonio, TX 78212-7200

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

For any questions about the 
endowment, please contact the 
Office of the Vice President for 
Finance and Administration at 
210-999-7306.


